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Abstract. A simulation software for efficient analysis and rapid planning of multi-satellite earth observation mission
is designed to solve the problem that it is difficult to make fast decisions for multi-target and multi-constraint earth
observation mission. The software is developed with C++ programming language, which has the advantages of
modular design, good portability, fast running speed and less occupation of resources. Meanwhile, the input and
output interfaces of the software adopt the file format of an extensible mark-up language, which can easily realize
cross-platform (Windows, Linux, etc.) data exchange. The simulation results show that the software has high
execution speed and precision.

1 Introduction
Earth observation plays an important role in national
economic and social development (such as land census,
emergency and disaster relief, etc.) and is an important
part of a country's comprehensive strength 1, 2. However,
satellite earth observation and mission planning design
are a very complex engineering activity 3.
Satellite mission planning is based on satellite
resources to generate scheduling sequences oriented to
observation tasks and satisfying various constraints.
Although the number of satellites in orbit is still
increasing, the limited resources of earth observation
satellites are extremely precious compared with the
growing observation demand. It is a more urgent problem
on how to make overall planning of satellite resources
and accomplish corresponding task demands with
minimum resources. Mission planning of earth
observation satellites plays an increasingly important role
in satellite control. At the same time, the cost of most
satellites has already exceeded 100 million dollars,
because satellites contain a large number of complex and
sophisticated technologies that are difficult to build. To
make better use of satellite resources and bring them into
full play in the military and national economy, it is
necessary to use appropriate mathematical models and
software tools to manage and distribute satellite resources
and develop optimized satellite imaging plans4.
Besides, there are many constraints on earth
observation missions 5, such as sunlight, resolution,
power, weather constraints, and payload type constraints.
As the number of satellites, facilities and observation
objects increase, the complexity of mission planning
increases geometrically. Therefore, faced with a large
a

amount of satellite, facilities and various constraints of
observation targets, it is difficult for commanders to
make decisions quickly according to the requirements.
Given the above problems, a number of institutions
have researched the mission planning of earth
observation satellites. However, most of these studies
only involve single-satellite strategy (or roughly
decomposing multi-satellite tasks into single-satellite
tasks) and observation tasks with relatively simple
constraint conditions 6, and there are few observation
constraints to be considered in the task modeling process.
As a result, the simulation of the real environment of the
satellite and the target cannot be carried out well.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop the mission planning
simulation software with strong modeling ability and
efficient running speed.
Multi-satellite earth observation mission planning and
simulation are based on the spacecraft dynamics theory,
including attitude maneuver constraints, data storage
constraints, power control constraints and dozens of other
constraints, to achieve the multi-satellite earth
observation mission efficient analysis and rapid planning
of simulation software. The simulation platform can not
only be applied to the simulation of satellite earth
observation mission planning and its attitude maneuver
strategy but also can provide certain support for the
analysis, design, and evaluation of large systems,
enabling users to make decisions quickly based on the
planning results. Also, for different types of observation
targets (targets, area targets and trajectory targets), the
planning strategy adopted by the mission planning
simulation software will be optimized accordingly.
Firstly, this paper introduces the main process of
mission planning simulation software. Then, the
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XML, the unit information output module generates a
Comma Separated Values (CSV) file for user reference.
Then, the parameter initialization module will establish
the information matching between the satellites and the
observation targets (including the facilities). The unit
access computation module divides the output
information of the previous module into meta-tasks and
calculates the visibility of satellites to the targets and
facilities. Finally, after the meta-tasks are planned and
combined according to the strategy by the planning and
scheduling module, the planning result output module
writes the observation plans into the output XML file to
finish the process.
The task log module can monitor the key steps and
record the problems encountered during the whole
process of mission planning.

composition and important functions of the software are
described in detail. Finally, combined with the case test
of multi-satellite to target and area target, the simulation
ability of the software to the actual task is demonstrated.

2 Mission planning process
Mission planning simulation software mainly consists of
configuration file loading module, unit information
output module, parameter initialization module, unit
access computation module, planning and scheduling
module, planning result output module and task log
module.
The program is developed with C++ programing
language, which can easily maintain and expand. At the
same time, commonly used data files are replaceable.
The input and output file format of the software is the
Extensible Mark-up Language (XML). The simplicity of
XML makes it easy to read and write data in any
application, which quickly makes XML the only common
language for data exchange 7. Since the program is
developed in C++, using XML as an input and output
format means that the program can easily exchange data
with Windows, Linux, and other platforms, as well as
make the software portable.
The running process of the mission planning
simulation software is shown in Figure 1.

3 Software construction and functions
3.1 Input and output
Before starting the task planner, the user needs to input
requirements for the simulation task into an XML file in
the mission planning interface definition format. This file
contains information about the step size, total simulation
duration, satellite, observation target and facilities of the
mission simulation.
The partial nodes of the input XML are shown in
table 1.

Start

Table 1. Nodes of mission planning input XML
Configuration
information

Profile loading

CSV task
information

Task unit
information
output

Parameter
initialization

Access
information of
targets and
stations

Access
Computation

Logging
and
monitoring

Planning and
scheduling

Planning results

Result output

End

Figure 1. The execution process of mission planning

Nodes

Name

Fields

1

task attributes

clock

1.1

task interval

interval

2

satellites’ info

satellites

2.1

orbit-propagator

propagator

2.2

sensors’ info

sensors

2.3

satellites constrain

constrains

3

stations’ attributes

stations

3.1

minimum of elevation

minElevation

4

targets’ info

targets

4.1

sensors’ type

sensorType

5

area targets’ info

areaTargets

5.1

observation frequency

imageTimes

6

trajectory targets’ info

lineTargets

6.1

observation time

imagePeriod

After the mission planning starts, the configuration
file loading module first extracts the information of the
input XML file by using the parser. Then, based on the
extracted information, the corresponding instance is
generated and stored in the memory unit to prepare for

Firstly, the program loads the input XML file
configured by the user in the interface format defined by
the mission planning software. After the configuration
file loading module completes the parsing of the input
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subsequent module calls. The relevant information
involved in the configuration file includes mission
information, satellite information, relay satellite
information, earth station information and various
observation target information. The execution flow of this
module is shown in Figure 2.
Configuration
information

Satellite

3.3 Task initialization and modeling
After loading the input information, the whole earth
observation mission needs to be modeled. First, the
parameter initialization module sets the initial parameters
of the task and establishes relevant constraints. For
example, the total simulation time of the task, simulation
step size, start and end time of the task scene, etc. Then,
the module needs to forecast the orbit of the satellite and
convert the coordinates of the earth station and
observation target. Finally, the parameter initialization
module establishes the communication matching between
the satellite and the observation target, the earth station
and the relay satellites.
The main flow of the parameter initialization module
is shown in Figure 3.

Profile loading

Station

Relay-Sat

Target

Area target

Line target

Task unit information
output

Figure 2. The process of loading configuration file
Parameter
initialization

After completing the planning and scheduling of the
observation task, the output module of the planning result
will generate an XML file according to the output
interface format of the mission planning simulation
software. This file contains the task attributes, target
types, load attributes, start and end time of the task,
attitude maneuver angle and working time, instruction
loading information and data download information of
the observation task sequence. Some of the nodes that
output XML are shown in table 2.

Task property
setting

Name

Fields

1

task attributes

clock

1.1

plan results

ifSuccess

2

satellites’ info

satellites

2.1

plans’ info

obsvPlans

2.1.1

targets’ info

target

2.1.2

sensors’ info

sensor

2.1.3

attitude maneuver info

attiMnv

2.1.4

commands upload info

cmdUpload

2.1.5

data download info

dataDownload

Associating satellites
with targets and stations

Figure 3. The initialization process of parameters

Before the simulation, some limitations/constraints
need to be completed, such as the limit of the range of the
satellite's attitude maneuvering ability, the minimum
visible elevation of the satellite to the observed target,
and the maximum number of satellites that the earth
station can connect to at the same time. Establishing these
constraints can improve the simulation of the real task
environment.
Satellite orbit modeling is an important process of
mission planning. According to the satellite information
in the input XML, the orbital forecaster makes ephemeris
forecast for the satellites in the mission scenario. Mission
planning simulation software currently supports twobody, J2, SGP4, and High Precision Orbit Propagator
(HPOP).
The description of the position parameters of targets,
area targets, and general trajectory targets on the earth's
surface is usually based on the earth-centered earth-fixed
(ECEF) frame, but the coordinates in the earth-centered
inertial (ECI) frame need to be used in subsequent access
computations. This module has three coordinate
conversion functions. Among them, the accuracy of the
fast coordinate transformation function is similar to the
conversion function provided by IERS, and the speed is
much faster than the latter, which can significantly
shorten the time of coordinate transformation and the
whole task simulation process.
The location of the earth station is generally described
by geographical coordinates, and its coordinates in the
inertial reference frame are needed in the access
computation. The difference between the coordinate
transformation of the earth station and the observation
target is that the geographical coordinates need to be
converted to the geocentric reference frame coordinates

Table 2. Nodes of mission planning output XML
Nodes

Satellite orbit propagation,
coordinate conversion of
targets and stations

3.2 Task unit information output
The XML file has the advantage of data exchange and
specification unification, but it cannot show the
information of the task unit visually. The unit information
output module uses input XML file information to output
CSV files corresponding to task unit information
according to different categories of task units (such as
satellite and facilities). CSV is a common, relatively
simple file format that is most widely used to transfer
tabular data between programs 8. The CSV file can
display information about the same type of task unit, and
the user can view the CSV file to see if the input is the
same as the actual requirement.
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first, and then to the inertial reference frame coordinates
later.
In a multi-satellite to earth observation mission, each
satellite may have different observation targets. In the
parameter initialization module, the observation target
configuration function matches each satellite and its
target to be observed. In the subsequent access
computation module, the program calculates only the
position relationship between the satellite and the
matching target. If the user limits the facilities and relay
satellites that the satellite can use, the corresponding
constraint information can be written in the configuration
file. The module will then establish a constraint
relationship between the satellite and the measurement
and data transmission resources that can be invoked. If
relevant constraint information is not written, the mission
planning simulation software, namely the facilities and
relay satellite with default input profile, can communicate
with the imaging satellite.

the general trajectory target, the two types of targets need
to mesh, and the segmentation accuracy is specified by
the configuration file entered by the user. The results of
the satellite's access computation of area targets include
the start and end time of the visible arc, the visible
boundary, the load type used in the observation, the
coverage rate and the resolution, etc.
For satellites with attitude maneuvering capability, it
is necessary to increase the calculation of attitude side
swing angle during the calculation of visibility (and
observation target). If the satellite needs to adjust the
orientation of the imaging load utilizing lateral maneuver
to complete the imaging of the observation target, it is
necessary to calculate whether the attitude maneuver time
is within the allowed time window.
3.5 Planning and scheduling
There are three main conditions for the earth
observation mission to be carried out. Firstly, the
satellites should receive the loading instructions from the
facilities. After that, the satellites are able to observe the
specified target. Finally, data can be exchanged between
satellites and designated data transmission facilities.
Satellites that meet the above three conditions in time
order can achieve a complete planning response.
The observation task arrangement is a complex
process with repeated iterations. The program needs to
calculate whether the first command loading window of
each satellite and the designated observation and control
station (if not specified, it needs to calculate all stations)
conflicts with the first window visible to the observation
target (if there is a conflict, it needs to find the closest
non-conflict window). Then, it is necessary to select the
nearest digital transmission window in the visible
window of the observation target satisfying this condition.
The data transfer window also needs to be wide enough
for the satellite to upload all the generated data. If there is
a conflict between before and after task scheduling, the
priority of the meta-task sequence should be arranged
according to the corresponding strategy. If a suitable one
is not found in all the windows, the plan will be deemed
ingenerated.
The multi-satellite planning includes many constrains
such as optimizing the selection of the imaging orbit of
the observation strip, evaluating imaging quality
corresponding to the imaging time of each orbit and the
time planning of the carried out observation strip. In the
mission planning, it is possible to roughly estimate the
duration of observation, data transmissions, the
conversion time of satellite attitude and the changes of
relevant on-board state parameters.
There are three different planning strategies for multisatellite earth observation mission planning and
simulation: the shortest mission response time, the best
imaging quality and the highest mission completion. The
main flow of the planning and scheduling module is
shown in Figure 4.

3.4 Access computation
In earth observation, the satellite can only start to
perform the observation mission when the observation
target appears in the field of view of the payload (such as
CCD, infrared imaging and SAR, etc.).
The unit access computation module uses the satellite
forecast ephemeris generated by the parameter
initialization module and the coordinates of the
observation object and the measurement and control
facility (earth station and relay satellites) in the inertial
reference frame as input and then calls the module
function to calculate the geometric relationship between
the two.
The results are the visible windows (visible start and
end times) between the mission elements (satellite and
observation target, satellite and facility). The access
computation is used for planning and scheduling module
calculations, and it is output to a text file.
Before the geometric calculation, the access
computation module will divide each task into units
based on the time sequence, and the length of the units is
based on the simulation step size of the whole task
(which can be specified by the user). Targets access
windows divided by time sequence are called "metatasks". The meta-task computing method can reduce the
complexity of visibility computing and improve the
efficiency of the whole mission planning process.
The access computations for satellite point-to-targets
and facilities are similar, so these calculations can use the
same functions. The results of the satellite to point target
access computation include the start and end time of the
visible arc, the attitude maneuver angle, the load type
used in the observation and the resolution. The results of
satellite access computations for facilities include the
start and end times of the visible windows, the available
duration, and the facilities (or relay satellites) number.
The visibility of the satellite to area target and general
trajectory target is different from the above calculation.
Before calculating the visibility of the region target and
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simulation capability of the mission planning software,
this paper designs the targets and area targets cases
respectively for test.

Access results

Priority ranking

No

Searching command
access windows
Yes

No

Searching observation
access windows
Yes

No

4.1 The targets example
7 satellites and 13 targets are used in this example. The
mission time of the simulation is 1 day. The process of
the observation in the simulation is shown in Figure 5.
The whole running time that this simulation example
takes is less than 0.75 second.

Searching data
download windows
Yes
Generating plan results

Figure 4. The process of planning and scheduling

The shortest response time strategy is the timeoptimal strategy based on the first observation results of
the satellite. Task requirements have different priorities
for different observation targets. Therefore, the mission
planning simulation software puts forward the concept of
"target observation weight". The shortest response time is
to make the task response time of each target as early as
possible under the premise of the priority target
observation weight.
The optimal imaging quality strategy is based on the
resolution of the satellite observation target. The optimal
imaging quality refers to giving priority to the target with
"the highest imaging quality" and making the imaging
resolution of each target as high as possible under the
premise of the priority target's observation weight.
The strategy with the highest mission completion is
the strategy with the highest number of imaging times
based on the satellite observation mission frequency. The
task completion rate is the highest, which means that
under the premise of the observation weight of the
priority target, the number of imaging times of the
observed target should be as much as possible, and the
task with the highest observation frequency should be
first met (single-target task completion rate = the number
of observation schedules of the target/the number of
observation times of the target).

Figure 5. Multi-satellite observation for targets

4.2 The area target example
In the case of the area target, 10 satellites, an area target
and 8 facilities are used as task units in this paper. The
mission time of the simulation is 1 day. The process of
the area target observation is shown in Figure 6. The
whole running time that this simulation example takes is
less than 7.03 second.

3.6 Logging and monitoring
Logging is one of the most important aspects of software
development. It can help quickly locate problems. The
task log module is used to record the exceptions during
the whole mission planning simulation cycle. When the
mission planning simulation software runs unexpectedly,
the module will call the task log module to write the
location (or possible cause) of the error to the log file.

4 Application examples
In earth observation missions, the typical objects to be
observed are targets and area targets. To demonstrate the

Figure 6. Multi-satellite observation for area target
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5 Conclusion
To solve the problem that multi-satellites, multi-object,
and multi-constraint earth observation mission planning
is difficult to make a quick decision, this paper designs a
modular simulation software based on C++ language.
The simulation software can apply dozens of
constraints such as solar elevation angles, power supply,
weather information, data transmission and storage to
satellites, facilities and observation targets to simulate the
real environment of many earth observation missions.
The modular design makes the software easy to debug
and clear in structure. The task log module can provide
quick feedback for software running and troubleshooting.
Adopting XML file as input and output interface format
has the characteristics of standardization, userfriendliness and cross-platform, which can provide good
support for data exchange. Software development makes
full use of the advantages of C++ language to achieve
maximum computing efficiency and resource utilization.
Besides, the author continues to explore parallel
computing methods, which can further improve
computing speed.
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